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Applying the exponential convergence method: Shell-model binding energies of 0f 7Õ2 nuclei
relative to 40Ca
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It was suggested earlier that, due to the statistical properties of complicated many-body dynamics, the
energies of low-lying nuclear states in large shell model spaces converge to their exact values exponentially as
a function of the dimension in progressive truncation. Applying the exponential convergence algorithm as a
practical method of extrapolation we calculated ground-state energies, spins, and isospins of the lowest
uD(N2Z)u nuclides from 42Ca to 56Ni using the f p-shell model and the FPD6 interaction. The binding
energies relative to40Ca are compared with the experimental values. The deviation can be accounted by adding
monopole terms to the single-particle energies and two-body matrix elements.
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Shell-model calculations of the ground state and lo
lying excited states are essential for our understanding
nuclear dynamics and the~effective! nuclear forces. The
nuclear shell model with the effective two-body interactio
in a restricted Hilbert space is the best available theoret
tool for calculating the properties of the low-lying states. T
region of the nuclear chart between Ca and Ni is especi
important for coming radioactive beam experiments and
trophysical applications.

However, full shell-model calculations are being limite
by the exponential increase of the dimension of the ma
body Hilbert space with the number of valence nucleons.
example, them-scheme dimension for 20 nucleons in thef p
shell is 2,292,604,744. Fullsd-shell model calculations wer
possible 20 years ago@1#, but a similar shell-model calcula
tion for all nuclei in thef p shell is not yet available. In the
past decade, several approximate methods were propos
deal with the dimensionality problem. Among them are t
shell-model Monte Carlo~SMMC! @2#, quantum Monte
Carlo diagonalization~QMCD! @3#, and exponential conver
gence method~ECM! @4#.

In the ECM, possible configurations of valence nucleo
in the finite number of single-particle states are ordered
cording to their centroid energies found with the aid of t
methods of statistical spectroscopy@6,7#. In a truncation
scheme@5# for the low-lying states, higher configurations ca
be consecutively added to the many-body model spac
order of their centroid values. It was shown in Ref.@4# that,
as a function of the dimension of truncated Hilbert space,
energies of the low-lying states converge exponentially
their exact values. The physics underlying this numerical
servation is associated@4,8# with the exponentially decreas
ing admixtures of energetically distant configurations both
the realistic shell model and in random matrices. Be
analogous to the exponential localization of coordinate w
functions of electronic states in disordered solids@9#, the
same physics is revealed in the exponential behavior of
remote energy tails of the strength functions of simple sta
in complex atoms@10# and nuclei@11#. The strict mathemati-
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cal arguments were developed for tridiagonal matrices@4#.
This property of exponential convergence can be succ
fully used to predict the exact energy of the many-bo
eigenstates. According to Ref.@5#, the initial truncation size
should exceed a certain value related to the spreading w
of typical basis states found from the Hamiltonian mat
prior to its diagonalization. It was also suggested that
matrix elements of observables can be extracted by a sim
procedure.

In this Brief Report we develop the ECM into a practic
tool and calculate energies, spins, and isospins of the gro
states for the nuclei from42Sc to 56Ni. We performed the
calculation for the nuclides having the lowest isospin proj
tion ~0 for evenA, and 1/2 for oddA) because they include
the largest amount of correlations for a given number
valence nucleons. We use the FPD6 interaction@12# which
was designed to describe accurately nuclei withA544246,
and it is known to better describe the energy gaps aro
56Ni @13#. The results for the calculated ground-state en
gies and quantum numbersJpT are summarized in Table I
In all cases but one, the experimental spinJ is correctly
reproduced. The only exception is forA545, where the three
lowest states with spinsJ53/2,5/2, and 7/2 are nearly dege
erate within 100 keV both in theory and experiment. Parit
and isospins~when available! are always reproduced cor
rectly. Them-scheme dimensions are listed in Table II alo
with the dimensions of theJT space corresponding to th
ground-state quantum numbers. Energies of the nuclei u
A549 ~less than ten valence nucleons! were calculated using
full shell-model spaces; forA.49 the ECM was used. The
ground-state energy for56Ni, 2203.280 MeV, is about 200
keV lower than the recently reported QMCD value@13#. A
similar study using the codeNATHAN @14# and the KB3 in-
teraction was recently reported butA553 and 55 nuclei were
not calculated.

To demonstrate the ECM at work we include here tw
typical cases: the ground state of48Cr, Fig. 1~an application
to the excited 21 state of 48Cr was shown in Ref.@4#!, and
49Cr, Fig. 2. Both figures show the dynamics of the cor
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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sponding energy eigenvalue as a function of the trunca
dimension of theJT-projected shell-model basis. Each co
secutive truncation step includes new shell-model partiti
~with increasing energy centroids! in their entirety. The full
f p-shell dimensions for these two cases are 9741
232514, respectively. One can see from Fig. 2 using the lo
rithmic energy scale that for small dimensions the decre
of the truncated ground-state energy is faster than expo
tial ~low dimension data for48Cr are not included in Fig. 1
but they behave similarly to the49Cr case!. This different
behavior can be attributed to a relatively coherent contri
tion of the lowest centroid configurations to the structure
the ground state as compared to more chaotic contribut
of the high centroid configurations.

TABLE I. Theoretical and experimental ground state energ
~in MeV!, spins, and isospins.

A Nuclei Eg.s. (SM) Eg.s. (exp) JpT (JpT)exp

42 42Sc 219.814 220.026 011 011
43 43Sc 232.104 232.115 7/221/2 7/221/2
44 44Ti 248.142 248.381 010 010
45 45Ti 257.782 257.453 3/221/2 7/221/2
46 46V 270.696 271.009 011 011
47 47V 283.936 283.864 3/221/2 3/221/2
48 48Cr 299.970 2100.030 010 010
49 49Cr 2110.029 2110.416 5/221/2 5/221/2
50 50Mn 2122.400 2123.292 011 011
51 51Mn 2135.340 2136.734 5/221/2 5/221/2
52 52Fe 2150.980 2152.631 010 010
53 53Fe 2160.880 2163.020 7/221/2 7/221/2
54 54Co 2173.800 2176.114 011 011
55 55Co 2187.000 2189.861 7/221/2 7/221/2
56 56Ni 2203.280 2205.992 010 010

TABLE II. Dimensions of theJT-projected basis correspondin
to the ground-state quantum numbers~see Table I!, and maximum
m-scheme dimensions.

A Nuclei JT dim m-scheme dim. (Es2Em)/s

42 42Sc 4 60
43 43Sc 61 472
44 44Tm 66 4000
45 45Tm 1250 21691
46 46V 1514 121440 3.0
47 47V 18392 483887 2.9
48 48Cr 9741 1963461 3.1
49 49Cr 232514 6004205 3.3
50 50Mn 134361 18600516 3.2
51 51Mn 1417374 44993824 3.2
52 52Fe 671159 109954620 3.2
53 53Fe 7008147 214688113 3.5
54 54Co 2299178 422818560 3.9
55 55Co 19950699 675477701 4.0
56 56Ni 2581576 1087455228 4.0
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It is important to have a working recipe for approximatin
the dimension where the exponential behavior starts. Thes
truncation method was proposed in Ref.@5#. The coupling of
various configurations can be quantified@7,15# with the help
of the average widths associated with each configuratio
@5,6# s25^Hoff-diag

2 &av. Because of chaotic mixing at hig
level density, the widthss are nearly the same for differen
partitions. In the strong coupling regime, the spread
widths of simple configurations@11# are close toG'2s.
Therefore one can expect that the exponential regime s
beyond the energy distance of the order of 3s @5#. In the last
column of Table II we include the ratio (Es2Em)/s, where
Es is the centroid energy of the configuration at which t
exponential behavior starts,Em is the lowest centroid energy
ands is the width of the lowest configuration. As seen fro
this table, we indeed observe the exponential behavior s
ing at a configuration whose centroid energy is 3–4s above
that for the lowest energy configuration.

The exponential convergence algorithm for findin
ground-state energy works as follows.

~i! A set of configurations~partitions for a given particle
number in a certain orbital space! to be included in the cal-

s

FIG. 1. Ground-state energy~in MeV! of 48Cr versus the dimen-
sion of the truncated space.

FIG. 2. Ground-state energy of49Cr versus the dimension of th
truncated space.
3-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 027303
culation is generated. The number of configurations in
given model space is much lower than the shell-model
mension. For example, the highestm-scheme dimension fo
A549 in the f p-shell is 6,004,205, while the number o
configurations is 184.

~ii ! The average centroids~Hamiltonian traces! for these
configurations are calculated using the prescription of sta
tical spectroscopy@6,7#.

~iii ! The configurations are ordered according to their
erage centroids. This order is different from the us
particle-holes (p-h) scheme. For example, in thef p shell
some 8p-8h configurations come lower than many of 4p-4h
configurations, where the particle~p! and hole~h! refer to
excitations from the 0f 7/2 orbital to one of the 0f 5/2, 1p3/2,
or 1p1/2 orbitals.

~iv! Shell-model matrices are built for the truncat
spaces consecutively including into calculations the confi
rations in their ‘‘natural’’ order established in~iii !.

~v! The energies of the low-lying~ground in this article!
states are calculated using a Lanczos eigenvalue solver.
step~v! is repeated 5–10 times by expanding the space w
inclusion of new partitions.

~vi! The graph of energy vsJT dimension is plotted~e.g.,
Fig. 3!, the beginning of the exponential tail is identified, a
a fit with the expression

E~n!5C1Be2gn ~1!

is performed. To predict ground-state energy one sho
evaluateE(N), where N is the full JT dimension of the
original model space. Most of the time the parameterC in
Eq. ~1! is a good approximation forE(N). Examples of pa-
rametrization~1! are included in Figs. 1–3.

It is difficult to assign errors to the predicted energy v
ues because of the fluctuations around the pure expone
behavior. However, one can associate the errors in the
rameterC obtained from the fitting algorithm~see, e.g., Ref.
@16#! with the error in the predicted energy. For the cas
presented in Table I the errors range from 20 to 200 k
These errors are significantly lower than the ones obtai
with other methods, such as SMMC@17#.

FIG. 3. Ground-state energy of55Co versus the dimension of th
truncated space.
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In order to compare the ground-states energies in Tab
with experiment, one must correct the experimental val
relative to the core of40Ca for Coulomb effects@17,14#

HC5epNp1Vpp

Np~Np21!

2
1VpnNpNn . ~2!

Here Np(Nn) denotes a number of valence protons~neu-
trons!, and the following values of the parameters we
used @14#: ep57.440 MeV, Vpp50.274 MeV, Vpn

520.049 MeV. They were obtained@14# by fitting the Cou-
lomb displacement energies for analog nuclei betweenA
542 andA564.

Table I presents theoretical and experimental ground-s
energies of all considered nuclei relative to the core of40Ca.
The general agreement seems to be good, however, to
A556 the binding energy predicted by the FPD6 interact
is slightly smaller than the experimental value. In Fig. 4 w
plot ~stars! the difference between theoretical ground-st
energies calculated with the FPD6 interaction and co
sponding experimental energies corrected for Coulomb
fects. The results show a generally good agreement with
periment for nuclei withA542 to 48, but the discrepanc
increases up to 3 MeV aroundA556.

Following Ref.@14#, the simplest correction we can mak
is to add monopole terms to the single-particle energies
matrix elements of the FPD6 interaction in a form that do
not change the wave function:

E~ theo!5E~SM!1Emonopole, ~3!

where

Emonopole5en1
1

2
n~n21!vS 42

n142D
0.35

. ~4!

Heren5A240 is the number of valence nucleons in thef p
shell, e is the one-body monopole contribution to avera
single-particle energy of the major shell,v is the average

FIG. 4. Difference between the theoretical ground-state ener
calculated with the FPD6 interaction plus the monopole correct
Eq. ~4!, and experimental values corrected for Coulomb effects
3-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 027303
monopole contribution to the two-body matrix elements. T
mass dependence in the equation is the same as that ass
for the FPD6 interaction.

The parameterse and v were determined by fitting the
data in Table I and41Ca~whose energy relative to the core
40Ca is the 0f 7/2 single-particle energy in the FPD6 intera
tion!. Using Eq. ~3! we obtain e50.0707 MeV andv
520.0355 MeV, The energy differences with the monop
contribution included are shown by crosses in Fig. 4. T
overall quality of the resulting fit is very good; the mea
square deviation is 0.272 MeV.

In conclusion, we have calculated the ground-state e
gies, spins and isospins for the nuclides from42Sc to 56Ni
using the exponential convergence method@4# and the FPD6
interaction. The calculated spins and isospins reproduce
the experimental results. The ground-state energies are
i.

in
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in good agreement with data after the single-particle ener
are slightly shifted, and a small monopole correction
added to the two-body matrix elements of the FPD6 inter
tion. Full f p calculations of the ground state energies ofA
553 andA555 nuclei are reported, to our knowledge, f
the first time. The results indicate that the ECM is a power
tool for calculating the properties of low-lying states wh
the full large-scale shell-model diagonalization is not fe
sible. The FPD6 interaction with monopole corrections c
be successfully used to describe the ground-state prope
of the f p nuclei. Additional studies along the same line f
the excited states, transition probabilities and other obs
ables are necessary.

The authors acknowledge support from U.S. NSF Gr
Nos. PHY-0070911 and DMR-9977582.
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